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Presentation plan
 Portugal
 linguistic situation
 Some linguistic characteristics

Emigrants vs Immigrants

A country, a nation, 2 languages
 Majority language - Portuguese (10 million in Portugal) –
 Minority language geographically restricted to a county in the
north east of the country – mirandês (Mirandese). Mirandese
is a language spoken on villages around Miranda do Douro.
It has around 10.000 /15.000 speakers. It was
recognised as an official language in Portugal, since
1999.
It has a written form and it is taught as an optional
subject at Miranda do Douro’s school

 There is intercomprehension between Portuguese and
Mirandese.
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Linguistic features of the language
ORTHOGRAPHY
Portuguese language is less transparent than
Spanish, but not so opaque as French or
English (Alegria et al, 2014).
Vowels
- 5 nasal vowels and 9 oral vowels (for 5
graphemes)
- Diphthongs ([aj], [aw], [oj], [ɐi ], [ɛw ],

Portuguese vowels
Front

Central

Back

close

[i, ĩ]

[ɨ ];

[u, ũ]
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[e, e]
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[o, õ]
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[ɔ]

open

[ɛ]

ORTOGRAPHY
5 letters for 14 phonemes
The most complex is the letter e that can encode 9
phonemes (elefante [i]; teatro [j]; lenha [ɐ ] seda [e];
verde [ɨ ]; leve [ɛ ]; dente [e ], encontro [ĩ ], cereja
[ɐj]).
-o or –u they are homophone and it is difficult to know
which to choose
Hyphen use in compounds or with clitics
Contextual rules: gila jibóia [ʒ ], mesa, guizo [z]
Homophony: -am/ ão, -esa/eza
Nasal words (lã, canto, campo [ɐ

], muito )

- 20 Consonants
-Contextual rules establish the pronunciation of a
number of consonants (c, r, g,s, m, n)
- Sibilant consonants s, z, ss, ç, ch, x, due to
contextual rules and homophony are quite difficult

MORPHOLOGY
nominal and adjectival morphology don’t cause major
problems.
One can signal the problem of suffixation that close
the vowel (roda- rodado - the first is [ɔ ] and the
second is pronounced as [u],
dedo –dedada the “e” disappear).
Irregular plural: mão mãos; leão leões, pão pães
The morphology of verbs is more problematic:
the morphemes of person and number (in simple past
–ei; -ou -iu )
or cases of homophony like –am (past 3th person
plural) –ão (simple present of some verbs or simple
future, 3th person plural for all verbs).

MORPHOLOGY
verbal inflection: Portuguese is a language of null
subject, and verbs inflect for tense, aspect, number and
person.
It has simple and compound tenses.
, past tenses are difficult not only because inflection but
also the contextual uses, because it encodes tense and
aspect (comi ( past perfect), comia (imperfect past),
comera (plus perfect with a compound counterpart tinha
comido ), tenho comido (compound preterit past
perfect)..

MORPHOLOGY
Verbal richness (number of modes and tenses (simple
and compound),
the high number of aspectual periphrases (acabar de+
infinitive, estar a+infinitive, etc)
The aspectual opposition of ser/estar (and in some
contexts ficar) ser/ estar / ficar doente (to be ill)
The personal infinitive

MORPHO-SYNTAX
In irregular verbs, there is no fixed morpheme. E.g.
Poder (can) posso (simple present 1srt person), podes
(simple present 2nd person), pude (past perfect 1st
person), pudeste (past perfect 2nd person); fazer (do/
make) faço (1st person), fazes (2nd person)
Correlation of tenses (quero que comas, gostava que
comesses, Se quiseres que venha, Ao estudares a
matéria preparas…)
The use of subjunctive, the use of personal infinitive
and its similarity and dissimilarity with subjunctive
future (cantares/cantares vs estares/estiveres)

The deictic system also poses problems. Ex
demonstrative adjectives and pronouns inflect in
gender (feminine, masculine and neutral), person (1st,
2nd, 3th) and number (plural and singular)
Noun’s gender and articles
nouns are either masculine or feminine and gender
could be quite arbitrary
O porco/ a porca (the pig (masculine/feminine)
A ponte, o monte (the bridge, the mountain (feminine,
masculine)

Foreigner languages
Compulsory education:12 years
5th grade pupils choose one language
7th pupils choose a second language
From up 10th pupils can be enrolled in 1,
2 or 3 foreigner languages.
Languages: French, Spanish, English,
German
Latin and Greek are not any more
compulsory

Languages in compulsory education
2012/2013 –Pupils enrolled in Foreigner languages

Languages Total

5-6th
grade

7-9th
grade

10-12th
grade

German	
  

5 815	
  

360	
  

2 582	
  

2 873	
  

Spanish	
  

120 881	
  

810	
  

91 223	
  

28848	
  

French	
  

266 222	
  

714	
  

239 177	
   26 331	
  

English	
  

840 261	
  

227 976	
  

353 100	
   259 185	
  

Data from the Ministry of Education

Portugal: emigrants vs immigrants
 Portugal
emigrants
XIX
XX (20, 60, 70) (Arroteia, 2001)
(5 million of Portuguese descendants around the word)
immigrants
XX (80) ex-colonies (Africa) (Arroteia, 2001)
XXI Eastern Europe (Ukraine, Russia, Romania,
Moldova),
ex-colonies (Brazil, Cape Verde, Angola, GuineaBissau, Mozambique) Asia

Portugal: Immigrants vs Emigrants
 While in 1975 there were roughly 32,000 foreign-born residents in
Portugal, by 1990 increased 107,767 and to 454,191 by 2009
(Tereshchenko, & Araújo 2011)

 2014 401,320 foreign citizens 3,8% of population (Mipex, 2015)
 Over the last 5 years, due to the economic crisis there is a decrease in
immigrant population (declines the influx, return migration, and grow
naturalization rates) (Mipex)

 Emigrants (285 000 in le last four years (UK, Switzerland, France,
Germany and Luxembourg) (Expresso)

 In 2013 7% of school population in Portugal has different languages as
mother tongue (Ministry of Education)

 Diversity: 170 different nationalities in the Portuguese school system
(Oliveira, 2014)

 Teachers training - 4% of teachers of the primary school and 16% of the
teachers from the 2nd and 3th cycles teaching PLNM have training on L2
teaching (Madeira et al, 2015)

The largest immigrant Communities
 In 2013, the ten largest immigrant communities reflected the
increasing diversity of immigrants’ places of origin:

 Brazil 92,120 persons (23%),
 Cape Verde 42,401 (11%);
 Ukraine 41,091 (10%),
 Romania 34,204 (9%);
 Angola 20,177 (5%);
 China 18,637 (5%);
 Guinea-Bissau 17,846 (4%);


United Kingdom 16,471 (4%);

 S. Tomé e Príncipe 10,304 (3%)


Moldova 9,971 (2%) (Mipex, 2015).

Main mother tongues of pupils attending PLNM

Madeira et al, 2015

Integration of newcomers
 the model of reception and integration of immigrant children
adopted in Portugal involves
 placing child in a mainstream class with his/her own age group
 providing separate language (PLNM) and curriculum support classes.



Newcomers need to apply for qualification recognition before
enrolling in school.



If the school certificate from their home country is recognized,
children are placed in the appropriate grade corresponding to
their age.

 Otherwise, pupils have to take a diagnostic test and they are
placed according to their knowledge level.

 According to Mipex 2015 Portugal is the 2nd country (among 38)
in best practices on immigrant integration in general (education
is not performing so good).

PLNM language support classes
 Pupils with low proficiency in Portuguese language are
enrolled in PLNM program.

 Pupils could be native speakers or immigrants,
depending on the language level or
Portuguese and Brazilian)

literacy level (for

 In 2012/2013 50% of PLNM pupils were from 5
countries:
 Cape Verde (15,8%), Portugal (10,6%), Romania (9,4%),
Ukraine (9,2%) and Guinea (8,9%). (Madeira et al, 2015)

 (18% of L2 pupils haven’t support, even A1 pupils)
 (ibidem)

Challenges
 To seek efficiency for PLNM programs, in order fight
failure and dropout of children from immigrant
background (and Portuguese poor children)

 In service Teacher training (L2)
 To seek higher levels of foreigner languages learning.
 Low-achievement is a question of disadvantage

conditions: poor pupils are low-achievers in spite of
being or not immigrants.

 Emigrants descendants and Portuguese as an heritage
language
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